DU–RESEARCH
Led by Co-PI: Dr. Deb Ortega

OBJECTIVES
Compile and evaluate programs and tools from other Universities that have had ADVANCE grants to support efforts in the other action teams.

ULTIMATE GOAL
Share results of research data through presentations at regional and national meetings and publications in peer-reviewed scientific journals.

ACCOMPLISHED (2022)
• IRB written
• Research in NSF on mentoring (faculty-faculty)
• Research on culture and climate

IN PROGRESS (2023)
• Researching restorative justice, conflict negotiation & resolution in the context of different roles
• Submitting IRB for data collection

NEXT STEPS: (2024)
• Collect data
• Analyze quantitative and qualitative metrics of change
• Prepare manuscripts and presentations

Example of Teaching Evaluation:
• Collect data
• Analyze quantitative and qualitative metrics of change
• Prepare manuscripts and presentations

Interested? Send subject: “join” to meristem@du.edu to be added to our mailing list.